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longtermcare mia -MDInsurance- <longtermcare.mia@maryland.gov>

long term care nov6 live stream 

bobcin.house@gmail.com <bobcin.house@gmail.com> Mon, Nov 6, 2017 at 11:32 AM
To: longtermcare.mia@maryland.gov

I plan to a�end this via facebook and conference call line.  I am relearning read/write so if I did this wrong
let me know.  I would like to add that most people trying to keep long term care insurance or get it are on a
fixed income and would like someone to bring that point to light.  Obviously the point for insurance
companies is to make a profit, increasing the cost that will result in fixed income people having to cancel at
a �me in their life odds increase of needing the insurance is a sly and cruel means to get that profit.
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Mark Gage <MGage@northeastbrokerage.com> Sun, Oct 8, 2017 at 2:06 PM
To: "longtermcare.mia@maryland.gov" <longtermcare.mia@maryland.gov>
Cc: Mark Gage <MGage@northeastbrokerage.com>

Dear Nancy;

 

I have been an insurance broker  for the past 31 years in Maryland and long term care insurance has been one of the
product lines that I actively serve.   I own a brokerage agency providing advice and guidance to independent insurance
agents and their clients.   I have worked with all of the companies that are now seeking rate increases.

 

The insurance industry has known for years the morbidity, persistency and investment experience for long term care.   
There were corrections early on for mistakes on persistency assumptions but the other two risk factors were well
defined.    The consumers in Maryland have repeatedly taken the hit for insurance companies poor judgement.   Now
insurance companies are making claim settlement more difficult and rate increases more regular.   

 

The insurance department needs to stop letting the insurance industry pass the buck on to consumers to keep every line
of coverage profitable for the insurance industry.   All of these carriers are multiline.   If need to use assets from other
lines to sustain the losses from this marketplace, I believe it should be done verses continuous rate increases to
policyholders that upheld their end of the contract by continually paying for coverage.

 

Long term care is quite a bit different in that policyholders can’t just drop one market to move to another like they can with
auto or homeowners protection.   The age changes along with a very limited number of carriers still in the marketplace
really handcuff an insured to their initial choice.   Long term care has been sold by agents that it is coverage you keep
with that carrier until either death or claim so rate increases are more impactful upon the policyholder who has no choice. 
If they take the recommended alterations of their policy, they are being forced to self-insure.   This self-insurance can
result in hundreds of thousands of dollars to the policyholder just to keep the premiums the same or close to the same.

 

We need to review the uniqueness of this product line before enabling unilateral rate increases.   From my perspective,
even the current late that allows more minimum rate increases every year without consent is a disservice to our citizens.

 

If I can provide any other information to support my representations, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me.

 

Mark R. Gage, CLU

Vice-President 
Northeast Brokerage Inc 
PO  BOX  382 
Eldersburg, MD 21784 
410-552-9300 work 
443-740-9148 fax 

We make Life easy!

https://www.linkedin.com/company/northeast-brokerage

tel:(410)%20552-9300
tel:(443)%20740-9148
https://www.linkedin.com/company/northeast-brokerage
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Our organization operates in the following states as: DE: Northeast Brokerage Insurance, Inc.; MD: Advanced
Brokerage Concepts, Inc. DBA Northeast Brokerage, Inc.; NH: Goode Insurance Brokerage of Northeast; TX:
Northeast Brokerage, Inc. DBA Goode’s Northeast Brokerage, Inc. 

PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL: This communication, including attachments, is for the exclusive use of addressee
and may contain proprietary, confidential or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, any use,
copying, disclosure, dissemination or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you're not the intended recipient, please notify
the sender immediately by return email and delete this communication and destroy all copies. 
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